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W e all have debts, obligations, responsi-

bilities. Important amongst them are

the loyalties we owe. What is loyalty? A
dictionary definition includes it as being

“faithful to one’s allegiance, faithful to one’s

oath, faithful to one’s leader or cause”. These

are all appropriate; however, they don’t tell

the whole story when considering the entire

impact and importance of loyalties.

For openers, loyalty does not flow in just

one direction. It’s as important for the

subordinate to get it downward as it is for the

boss to receive it upward. It’s equally

important for the cause and the country to be

loyal to the patriot. Loyalty is supporting

another’s position — it’s also disagreeing with

it in the proper manner. It’s forgetting a

personal grievance — and remembering
nobody’s perfect. It’s defending another’s

reputation no matter what you feel personal-

ly. It’s a fair day’s work for a fair day’s pay.

It’s wanting to complete the job. It’s good
spirit, friendliness and sincerity. It’s daring to

be honest. But most of all it’s being suppor-

tive. In the hustle of day-to-day business we
sometimes lose sight of the most important

aspects of that day’s work — people — the

people beside, below and above us. They’re all

real, they’re all sensitive, but most important,

they're all working the same problem —
remember? — “peace is our profession”.

We’re continually reminded of and appre-

ciate other necessary qualities, such as

discipline, integrity, equality, and morality.

But for some reason the quality of loyalty has

become obscured for many of us. This is

unfortunate since loyalty is the quality which

provides the life line, the human continuity,

the basic relationship between people.

When you think about what's really

important in your work environment, you
cannot deny that a most important element is

the contact and dealings you have with

people. There are human relations seminars,

safety programs, and numerous other people

programs to improve the quality of life of the

men and women of the Air Force. But there

isn’t any program, any course, any effort that

can improve quality of life more than the

proper attitude of one person toward himself

and toward others. And that really is what

loyalty is all about — it’s respect, honor,

discipline, and integrity all rolled into one

package.

Today we are hard at work cultivating a

quality force. This involves the entire spec-

trum of social and professional activities,

encompassing each man and woman from

entry to release from active duty. People are
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LOYALTY
A Dynamic

Force

Brig. Gen. S. H. Sherman Jr.

Commander 1st STRAD

being screened more carefully, observed more

critically, and evaluated more effectively. The

attributes and behavior patterns of the

superior and the subordinate are becoming

ever more discernible and influential in

gauging the quality performer.

We all recognize the emphasis being placed

on economy of labor and resources. Since this

always equates to fewer people to do the

work, mutual and energetic support upward,

downward, and across becomes even more
critical. It becomes essential to not only

recognize where loyalties should be, but to

exercise and publicize those loyalties. We find

ourselves in an era where people are super-

critical. We must not allow criticism for

criticism's sake to be cultivated within our

ranks. There are ample methods of identifying

and culling out the malperformer, the

troublemaker, the misfit. Our job is to

support the mission by coordinating and
cooperating with others. Missile and aircraft

operations and maintenance crews are a focal

point for much of this mission-oriented

loyalty. The culmination of the efforts of

many rests within the operations of a few. We
all have loyalties to you, but you must never

lose sight of the loyalty you must have for one

another. For without bottomline support the

entire structure is threatened.

We cannot ignore another important aspect

of loyalty, and that’s the support we must
provide ourselves. All too often individual

characteristics; such as initiative, dedication,

and confidence, fall short of maturity because

one fails to be loyal to one’s self. This may
seem vague, but think if you will about the

rewards gained by recipients of your loyalty

and support. It makes them feel good about

themselves, inspires them to greater accomp-
lishments, creates an atmosphere of belonging

and acceptance. Granted, much of this is

provided by an outside source — but it could

never happen if an individual refused to be

self-loyal, self-supporting. This means devel-

oping meaningful and wholesome convic-

tions, adopting viable and attainable goals,

recognizing and accepting personal short-

comings, knowing and liking who you are,

where you are, what you’re doing, and how
you're doing it. If you don’t feel these things

you cannot be supportive and loyal to your-

self or to anyone else.

So, pledge allegiance to your self and

become a part of the most dynamic, most
rewarding, most respected and certainly the

most needed profession this country has or

ever will have.
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CREW SAFETY IS A PRIME CONSIDERATION IN
j

Olive Branch Route
Lt Col Dennis R. Driscoll

Maj James A. Scherer, Jr.

1 CEVG, Route Development Branch
Barksdale Air Force Base

Your mission is to attack enemy targets at as low

an altitude as possible. How do we train for such a

mission? Where do we find a safe realistic low

altitude training environment? How do we provide

diversity? How does such a low altitude mission

satisfy environmental considerations? These are

some of the questions we will answer in this article

by discussing the SAC Olive Branch route develop-

ment process.

Before discussing the development process itself,

a brief description of the 1st Combat Evaluation

Group (1CEVG) Development Division will aid in

understanding the overall process.

The mission of the Development Division is to

supervise the development, construction, and

installation of radar bomb scoring(RBS) sites. This
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OLIVE BRANCH ROUTE DEVELOPMENT
is accomplished through the use of three branches,

each of which has a distinct function. All branches

(route, targeting/ survey, and site) work together

continually to produce the final route, targeting,

and scoring sites.

The Route Development Branch is responsible

for the selection of low level routes that will satisfy

training and Inspector General evaluation require-

ments. In essence, Route Development is tasked to

accomplish the mechanics of development: design,

FAA conferences, coordination with all airspace

users, field investigations, initial site tracking tests,

and route publication, management, and revision.

The Targeting and Survey Branch is responsible

for reviewing all proposed low level routes for

scoring capability and precise accuracy of radar

sites. Targeting develops the targets series, in

accordance with SAC guidance, insuring a scoring

capability and offset compatibility. The survey

teams establish the site and calibration target

locations insuring pinpoint accuracy of location

data.

The Site Development Branch is responsible for

real estate procurement, contracting for all site con-

struction preparation and support services, procur-

ing motel accommodations, transportation for site

personnel, and actually relocating and building the

site.

The interrelationship of these branches is most

important and requires continual coordination

throughout the entire development sequence. Once
the development sequence is completed, the route is

turned over to the Operations Division to direct and

control operation of radar bomb scoring functions

and allied activities.

Olive Branch ORI routes are developed to

provide a maximum emergency war order (EWO)
realistic environment within the confines of existing

peacetime restrictions. To provide an EWO realistic

route, an ORI route must provide approximately

150 nautical miles (NM) of navigation into the first

of three bombing areas. The bombing areas must
provide aiming points that will present a challeng-

ing bombing test of the crew and aircraft capabili-

ties. There must be adequate distance between areas

to allow proper transition time between bombing
problems. The entire low level route should provide

for 400 feet above ground level (AGL) operation for

the F B- 111. When development is completed, a

route is protected at the published instrument flight

rule (1FR) altitude and will safely accommodate
visual flight rule (VFR) operations down to the

published minimum altitude within the route width.

The development sequence itself begins approxi-

mately 470 days prior to the desired route opening

date. At this point in time, an in-depth analysis has

been made to find three likely maneuver areas. This

analysis includes a thorough check for offsets, good

potential for ground based radar tracking capabili-

ty, airspace availability, RBS site support capabili-

ty, and a uniqueness from any recent ORI maneuver

area. When three acceptable areas have been found,

what is believed to be a feasible route containing

these areas is designed. At 470 days, formal

negotiations begin with FAA and military/civilian

airspace users. At the 445 day point, a FAA
feasibility conference is convened and attended by

all parties interested in the subject airspace. The

attendees include representatives from FAA, ADC,
TAC, ATC, MAC, Army, Navy as well as civilian

aviation representatives. All airspace conflicts are

resolved at this time.

Between the 445 day and the 290 day, a number of

important events are accomplished. Afield investi-

gation of maneuver areas is accomplished and po-

tential site locations are determined. A preliminary

obstruction flight is made of the entire route to

locate any potential conflicts to flight, such as

unregistered airports, towers, and unlisted smoke-

stacks. All environmentally sensitive areas such as

turkey and mink farms, hospitals, schools, parks

and wildlife areas are also noted and investigated at

this time. Aircrew members from the 1CEVG
Evaluation Division fly the proposed maneuver
areas in B-52 and FB- 111 aircraft to verify radar

tracking capability and to confirm offset availabil-

ity. Initial support agreements and any required

route revisions are also completed.

At the 290 day point, the route is briefed to the

Director of Operations (DO), SAC. If the route is

approved by the DO, vertical photography and

mapping coverage is initiated. At the 120 day point,

numbered air forces and units begin receiving route

and target information. The route is published in

the Flight Information Publication AP/1B, the

RBS equipment is relocated, and an operational

flight is again accomplished by 1CEVG aircrews to

verify the operational readiness of the newly

installed equipment. The development sequence is
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now complete and the route is ready to be used for

OR1 evaluations.

We will now discuss the development peacetime

airspace parameters that must be considered in

designing any ORI route. These parameters are, in

effect, restrictions on available airspace for a po-

tential route and each affects the route’s ultimate

design. They will provide an insight into why a route

is structured one way rather than another.

The primary parameters restricting route design

are airspace availability, maneuver area require-

ments and site requirements. These parameters are

continually manipulated to provide the most
feasible, realistic EWO environment. Such an

environment must necessarily begin with an

appraisal of airspace availability.

Factors affecting airspace availability are numer-
ous and varied:

• Controlled and uncontrolled airports must be

avoided by 4 NM or written permission must be

obtained from the airport owner to fly any closer.

This includes municipal airports as well as a private

field which may be nothing more than an unat-

tended grass strip. Currently, there are more than

1 3,000 registered airports in the Continental United

States.

• All approach and missed approach patterns,

restricted areas, affected low altitude airways, nu-

clear power plants, and many unpublished areas

that exist only by FAA letters of agreement with

individual units concerned must also be avoided.

• There are 277 published high speed VFR
routes. Every attempt is made to avoid these VFR
routes when considering airspace for an ORI route.

When avoidance is not possible, flying safety

dictates that any airspace conflicts between a

proposed ORI route and a published VFR route be

negotiated with appropriate military users. Normal-
ly the conflict is resolved by altitude or scheduling

separation.

• The number of low speed VFR routes is

unpublished as is the volume of civilian VFR traffic

in any particular area. Information regarding this

type traffic is general not readily available but

usually can be estimated by checking with the area

Air Route Traffic Control Center, the United States

Air Force Representative to the FAA Regional
Office, or local military installations with flying

operations. Again, any conflict is normally resolved

by altitude or scheduling separation.

• Any man-made obstruction over 200 feet AGE
within four nautical miles of route centerline must
be cleared by 300 feet in order to provide the desired

minimum clearance plane altitude. It is difficult,

and often impossible, to locate a 500 NM route that

does not contain towers over 200 feet. As an

example of this problem, the present construction

rate for radio towers alone within the United States

is 10,000 to 12,000 annually. Conflicts with man-
made obstructions are normally resolved by dis-

playing the route centerline 4 NM from the obstacle

or raising the minimum AGE altitude to provide the

required separation.

These are some of the factors affecting airspace

availability. In the remaining conflict-free airspace

being considered, three 50 to 60 mile segments for

maneuver areas must now be found. The primary
parameters affecting a maneuver area are tracking

capability, offset availability, and targeting.

The area must provide at least 35 NM of 400 feet

AGE tracking by the RBS equipment. Anything
that will mask the RBS radar 10 minutes of an arc

(1/6 of 1 degree above the horizon) can render a

maneuver area unacceptable.

To provide maximum target flexibility, five

synchronous capable targets will be designated

through the area. Every effort is also made to

establish EVS targets for training after the route

reverts from ORI status.

Synchronous targeting through the area necessi-

tates sufficient offsets be available, but they must
also be compatible with the FB-1 1 1 45 degree radar

sector presentation.

While primary consideration is given to the afore-

mentioned parameters, other important para-

meters must also be satisfied. An “in the field”

investigation of the maneuver areas and overflight

of the entire route is accomplished to identify po-

tential environmental concerns such as noise

sensitive areas, wildlife areas, turkey and mink
farms, and hospitals and schools. The Environmen-
tal Protection Agency requires a favorable environ-

mental impact statement prior to route activation.

“In the field” investigations and route overflights

are positive means to insure compliance with federal

guidelines and Standards. Continued on Page 28
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SPEARHEADS and DOWNBURSTS
Lt Col Richard W. Blatter

Editor

I
n June 1975, a 727 airliner crashed

at John F. Kennedy International

Airport. One hundred thirteen peo-

ple died in that crash, and the airline

involved directed a study to deter-

mine the specific weather phenomen-
on which existed prior to, during and
immediately after the crash. The
study was conducted by Dr. T.

Theodore Fujita, Professor of Me-
teorology, Department of Geophysi-

cal Sciences, University of Chicago.

Dr. Fujita is the Director of Satellite

and Mesometeorology Research

Projects. Fujita is a recognized

authority in the field of meteorology

and an expert in mesometeorology.

Within the broad science of mete-

orology, mesometeorology is the

study of intermediate size weather

phenomenon and weather systems

normally limited to 100 miles or less.

Mesoscale analysis involves the col-

lection of extremely detailed mete-

orological data from all available

sources. These data are then analysed

for their relationship to the pheno-

menon under study. Mesoscale anal-

ysis, as well as the continually ex-

pa n ding body of knowledge it

produces is of particular value to air-

crews because, as a general rule, the

most intense and rapid moving
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weather disturbances occur within

limited boundaries.

While conducting the study of the

JFK crash. Dr. Fujita developed a

glossary of new terms used to define

specific portions of the weather

phenomenon that occurred at JFK.

Spearhead Echo, A radar echo

with a pointed appendage extending

toward the direction of the echo

motion (Figure 1). The appendage

moves much faster than the parent

echo which is being drawn into the

appendage. Downburst cells are

most likely to be found in a spear-

head echo.

Downburst. A localized, intense

downdraft with vertical currents

exceeding a downward speed of 12

fps or 720 fpm at 300 ft above the

surface (Figure 2).

Outburst Center. The nadir point

of a downburst where the vertical air

current hits the surface and spreads

out violently. The fastest spreading

flow is seen in the direction of the cell

motion. Environmental flows, such

as sea breeze and adjacent cells

distort the outburst current. Depend-

ing upon the flight path relative to an

outburst center, the outburst current

is felt by an aircraft as:

Crosswind burst — Aircraft drifts

to the right or left.

Tailwind burst — Indicated air-

speed drops and aircraft sinks.

Headwind burst — Indicated

airspeed increases and aircraft gains

altitude.

Over the past few years Fujita has

photographed the ground effects of

numerous violent outburst centers—
particularly along the path of tornad-

ic thunderstorms. In one case more
than 300 trees were blown over by an

intense outburst. The effects of this

phenomenon on an aircraft could be

devastating.

To determine the weather situation

at the time of the accident, Fujita

used infrared and visual images from
a geostationary satellite positioned at

75°W longitude. The position of the

satellite offered a 50° viewing angle

of the JFK area. Radar information

from three stations (Rockefeller

Center, New York City; McGuire
AFB, N. J.; Atlantic City, N. J.) was
also used to add detail to the

mesoscale analysis.

From the satellite, radar and

synoptic data, he was able to deter-

mine the position of the thunder-

storm and the altitude of the anvil

top (40,000-43,000 feet).

In great detail he charted the

history of the thunderstorm as it

moved eastward across northern

New Jersey. Prior to the accident, the

echo pattern changed dramatically

and the thunderstorm moved rapidly

toward the area of J FK. Fujita noted

that, “Within 30 minutes the west end

of the cumulus line grew explosively

into a towering cumulus.” Maximum
growth rate of the storm was reached

approximately five minutes prior to

the accident. Aircraft data and data

from the meso analysis were then

plotted on time space coordinates

related to the JFK, 1LS final ap-

proach course. The result was a

detailed, time oriented, vertical and

horizontal depiction of the weather

situation on the 1LS final.

During a 25 minute period, 14

aircraft landed or made an attempt to

land on runway 22 L at JFK. The
sequence of 14 approaches occurred

between 1944 and 2009 GMT on 24

June.

Fujita tabulated the chronological

sequence of landing aircraft during

the time of the accident (Figure 3).

After experiencing a strong cross-

wind shear near the approach end of

runway 22 L, a DC-8 had considera-

ble difficulty in landing (aircraft H in

tabulated sequence). The following

aircraft lost altitude and drifted right

and as a result the approach was
abandoned. The two subsequent

aircraft then made their approaches

and landings without incident.

The accident aircraft, while on
final approach, flew into heavy rain

and experienced a downdraft of such

intensity that the aircraft impacted

the runway approach lights 2,400 feet

short of the runway. At that time the

Figure 1. A model of spearhead echo. Being fed by the fast-moving, jet-stream air from
above, downburst cells move faster than the parent cloud. A family of downburst cells

in their various stages appears on radarscope as a spearhead-shaped echo. Low-
humidity air is injected from the stratosphere, not from the side of the cloud.
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Figure 2. Effects of downburst and outburst upon aircraft during a final approach. Of
these the most dangerous one is the downburst, crosswind burst, and tailwind burst

encountered near the ground. Outburst is defined as being the strong outflow created

when a downburst hits the ground and spreads out.

storm was probably at its most active

stage.

Fujita noted that, “detailed exami-

nation of meteorological conditions

revealed that the growth rate of the

JFK thunderstorm was at its peak
when the accident occurred. The
radar echo of the storm appeared as a

spearhead moving faster than any
other echo in the vicinity. Hidden in

the spearhead echo were four to five

cells of intense downdrafts which
were designated as downburst cells.

Apparently, aircraft which flew

through the cells encountered consid-

erable difficulties in landing, while

others landed between the cells

without even noticing the danger
areas o,n both sides of the approach
path . . .

“At the present time, there is no
way of predicting the occurrence of

these phenomena both in time and
space. Additional anemometers at

and around the major airports and
better real time assessment of wind

and radar data, coupled with knowl-

edge of these small but violent

downbursts, will be of great help in

the future for minimizing accidents

of this nature.”
The circumstances of the JFK

accident were very unusual. A condi-

tion existed that was much worse

than anyone had expected. Within

approximately 30 minutes the thun-

derstorm grew in an “explosive”

manner. The downburst cells moved
very fast and still “maintained” a high

downward velocity near ground
level. Only six minutes prior to the

time of the accident, a DC-8 landed

without difficulty — three minutes

later a Beechcraft experienced minor
difficulty when the pilot was required

to apply power to recover from an

altitude loss; however, the landing

was normal. Shortly thereafter the

accident occurred.

The hazards that result from low

level wind shear as well as wake
vortices are of great concern in

military and civil aviation. In the

past, many aircraft accidents that

were categorized as pilot error or

poor pilot technique may have been

caused by severe wind shear or wake
vortices. Wind shear as a cause factor

was seldom listed as the primar\

cause of an accident or incident.

From 1965 to 1974, the Air Force

experienced 41 probable wind shear

/vortex related aircraft accidents —
the total price tag was $18 million

dollars.

Today, we in the Air Force do not

have the equipment or procedures for

continuous, accurate measurement
of low level wind shear in the vicinity

of our bases. The anemometers used

at Air Force bases measure only

surface wind. The most dangerous

shear occurs above the surface. Other

devices such as rawinsonde and pilot

balloons are used to obtain weather

data, but the location and frequency

of measurement limit their effective

use in detecting wind shear. Current

USAF weather radar can detect

precipitation associated with thun-

derstorm activity but cannot detect

the movement of air associated with a

downburst. We have used PIREPs
for many years, but they are not

consistently available when and

where they are needed. Timely

transfer of available information to

the aircrew also presents a problem.

What will it take to develop an

operational sensing and warning

system that will give crews useful

information for avoiding hazardous

wind shear? Is the Air Force taking

action to solve the problem? These

are questions that address the chal-

lenge of gaining an operational

system. The Air Force has proposed

the development of a Low Altitude

Wind Warning System (LAWWS) in

a Required Operational Capability

(ROC). The requirements for the

proposed new system as described in

the Statement of Operational Capa-

bility include:

An operational capability to con-

tinuously measure and record perti-

nent representative low level wind
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field data, and to process these data

to provide real time wind shear

warning and vortex avoidance infor-

mation to airfield control and weath-

er facilities. A sensing subsystem, and

use of a miniprocessor and video

displays will be required to perform

this task. The system should:

• Continuously measure wind

speed and direction every 30 meters

from the ground to at least 500

meters, with a resolution of 2.5 knots

and 10°, and a standard error less

than 2.5 knots and 10°. These

accuracies are compatible with re-

quirements stated by FAA and are

achievable by recommended solu-

tions (Hall, 1975, Coons, 1975).

• Display wind profile and other

pertinent data in real time on a video

display at the base weather facility.

• Display appropriate real time

subset of wind data in ATC facilities.

• Provide instantaneous warning

in appropriate control and weather

facilities whenever operationally

significant wind shear conditions are

'indicated in the terminal area.

• Process ambient wind profile

and turbulence data using predictive

models of vortex life and motion to

produce forecasts of minimum allow-

able safe aircraft spacing for use by

appropriate control facilities. Studies

have been accomplished on the

impact of wind shear and wake
vortices upon various size aircraft,

but ICAO indicates that further

research is required to determine

appropriate required accuracies and
threshold warning levels.

The approval, funding and devel-

opment of the proposed LAWWS
have not yet been completed but

positive action is being taken to

provide an operational system in the

future. It may be a while before such

a system becomes operational; in the

interim SAC crews must continue to

rely on current procedures for weath-

er avoidance.

In SAC we are directed by AFR
60-16, SAC Sup 1 not to takeoff,

depart, approach or land when
thunderstorm activity is producing

local effects at the airfield. The
challenge to the crew is to be

absolutely sure that thunderstorm

activity is not affecting the conditions

along the approach course or at the

base. If you are making an approach

or departure and notice unusual

weather related circumstances, re-

port them. Give the next crew the

benefit of your observations.

Enroute the crew must know and

keep abreast ofthe weathersituation.

In addition to airborne radar, there

are a lot of ground facilities waiting

to provide information on changing

weather patterns. SAC crews cannot,

however, rely on ground based radar

as a primary means of thunderstorm

avoidance. In the November 1976

issue of Combat Crew, we featured

an article on “Severe Weather Avoid-

ance” which reviewed some of the

limitations of FAA ground based

radar.

AFR 60-16, SAC Sup I also points

out that aircraft damage can occur 20

miles or more from a thunderstorm.

When penetrating a Military Weath-

er Advisory area in cruise Right with

a functioning radar, thunderstorm

echoes must be avoided by 20 miles.

Without airborne radar, maintain

visual Right conditions.

We’ve got some good rules to help

us avoid weather disturbances like

those that existed at JFK in June

1975, but those rules are consistently

effective only through detailed and

constant attention to changing

weather patterns. ^

Figure 3. Chronological events experienced by landing aircraft.

Aircraft Type Landing Time Approach and Landing Conditions
iA
B

747 *1944 GMT Some wind shear; insignificant to report to tower.

707 *1946 Add power from 500 ft down; normal touchdown.

C DC-9 *1948 Experienced a downdraft before the touchdown in rain.

D 707 1949 Approach and landing were normal.

E 747 1951 Experienced little rain on touchdown.
F 747 *1952 Some wind shear, not necessary to report to tower.

G 707 *1954 At 200 ft, 8° drift to the left.

H DC-8 **1956 Strong, sustained sink followed by strong crosswind.

I L-1011 **1958 Plane sank while drifting right; abandoned approach.

J DC-8 1959 Landed normally without difficulties.

K BEECH *2002 Applied power to recover from sink; landing normal.

L 727 **2005 Caught in intense downburst at 400 ft. Accident.

M 727 2007 Abandoned approach due to accident.

N L-1011 2009 Abandoned approach due to accident.

**experienced major difficulty insignificant difficulty
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Air Traffic Control

in SAC

UNDER NEW

MANAGEMENT

Lt Col Edwin N. Sullivan

Air Traffic Services

Amid all the excitement of our

. Bicentennial Celebration, an

important event occurred on 1 July

1976 which may have gone almost

unnoticed by SAC air and ground
crews. On this day, the Strategic

Communications Area was formed, a

move which saw the Air Force

Communications Service (AFCS)
assume the operations and mainte-

nance roles for SAC’s communica-

tions. The new organization,

commanded by Col Gerald L. Prath-

er, officially began at a ceremony at

SAC Headquarters, during which

Gen Dougherty spoke of the tre-

mendous importance of the com-
munications role in the SAC mission.

Maj Gen Burris, AFCS Commander,
and Col Prather readily accepted the

challenge, and we were on our way.

There are several areas under the

management of this new organiza-

tion which are of importance to you,

the crewmember, but the one 1 would

like to discuss is the area of air traffic:

control (ATC). Theairtraffic control

function on a SAC base has always

been under the management of thei

Air Force Communications Service,

so you might ask how is this new?

Hopefully, 1 can answer this question

and some others you may have on airij]

traffic control.

Prior to the SAC communica-
tions/ AFCS merger, the ATC func-

tion at your SAC base reported

through the local AFCS squadron to

either Northern or Southern Com-i
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munications Area (depending on

geographical location of the base) to

HQAFCS. The North/South Comm
Areas managed the ATC function for

SAC bases, MAC cases, Air Training

Command, AFLC, System Com-
mand or whatever command fell

within their geographical span of

control. Under the new organization-

al structure, the local ATC shop on a

SAC base reports through the Stra-

tegic Communications Area (SAC-
CA), at Offutt AFB, specifically the

SACCA Deputy Chief of Staff for

Air Traffic Services, (SACCA/ FF).

Another question — right? How
does this improve the situation for

the SAC crew? I thought you would

never ask. We in the DCS/ Air Traf-

fic Services hope it will greatly

benefit the SAC operation. To try to

show you how. I’ll give you a run-

down on our organization. The
Deputate is divided into two direc-

torates, the Director of ATC Oper-

ations and the Director of Traffic

Control and Landing Systems

(TRACALS).

The ATC Ops shop is responsible

for a myriad of tasks such as man-
agement of the Controller Training

and Standardization program, ATC
personnel status, development of

ATC procedures, review of ATC
operations, hazard reports and air-

craft accidents. Another big big job

of the Ops shop is the administration

of the USAF Air Traffic Control

Analysis program.

The TRACALS directorate moni-

tors TRACALS operation, new
TRACALS programs, flight inspec-

tion of facilities and reviews all

Terminal Instrument Procedures

l(TERPS).

By managing these functions for

SAC bases only, we in the SACCA
air traffic shop can focus our efforts

on the needs of SAC. We can zero in

on equipment, procedures, ATC
manning, or special requirements

that are unique to the support of the

SAC flying mission. We have already

done this in two major areas, and
we’ve only been here a few months.
First, our ATC Analysis program is

geared to evaluate the terminal ATC
environment taking into considera-

tion some of the unique requirements

of the SAC mission, such as the ATC
response in SAC exercises. In the

TRACALS area we have evaluated

various requirements and priorities

and made some changes in priorities

and delivery dates of some equip-

ment. We work very closely with

other elements of the SAC/ DO staff

such as DOO and DOS, as well as

SAC/ DE in determining how we can

best be responsive to the SAC
mission in our air traffic service roles.

How does this benefit you, the

SAC aircrew, in your daily opera-

tion? Obviously, our predecessors.

North and South Comm Areas were

providing you with top quality ATC
services, so what is our advantage?

We feel that the ability to sit down
with the other agencies on the SAC
Staff and talk over face-to-face our

mutual problems is a distinct advan-

tage. We hope this will result in even

better, more complete, and certainly,

more rapid staff action on SAC
oriented ATC problems. As a

member of the SAC/ DO staff,

SAC/DOK, (who is also the SACCA
Commander) is highly responsive to

the many facets of communications

in support of the DO’s mission.

We in the air traffic control

business consider ourselves as profes-

sionals, just as the SAC crewmem-
ber does. We feel that we are an

integral part of your “fly and fight”

team.

1 hope this brief overview of our

new Strategic Communications Area

ATC shop will help you understand

where we fit into that team. We
intend to submit future articles

dealing with various aspects of air

traffic control as it relates to the SAC
crew. In doing so, we will provide you

with background information on
revised ATC procedures, TERPS, or

on some new ATC equipment in the

field. If you have a particular ATC
subject that you would like to see

addressed in the Combat Crew,

notify your local Chief Air Traffic

Control Operations and he can

forward the request to us. We will be

happy to research the subject and

pass it along to your fellow crew-

members. Remember, our business is

to serve your flying needs and if we
aren’t doing just that, we would like

to know about it.

MSgt William Hammett, Lt Col Edwin Sullivan, TSgt Ed Kelly, Hq SACCA, Air Traffic

Services, checking terminal instrument approach procedures (TERPS) calculations for

proper obstruction clearance criteria.
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Process
Major E. A. Martinelli

Sv. Rep., SACLO
Kirtland AFB

W hen you go out and preflight the ole bird, ever

wonder why the DCU-47/A is safety wired

and sealed? Or for you FB-1 1
1
jocks, why the DCU-

137/ A control lever is in the OMS position, safety

wired and sealed? Sure, it’s in the appropriate

checklist. Just like the various configurations for

launch control complexes and/or missiles, both

Titan and Minuteman, are contained in various

checklists. But checklists aren’t the answer; they

only reflect tech orders and other guidance.

Ever hear of Weapon Systems Safety Rules? Or
rather, who hasn’t heard of them? These safety rules

are contained in the 122-series of AF regulations.

These regulations, or safety rules, prescribe the

DOD controls and administrative procedures that

govern all operations involving each and every

nuclear weapon system in the inventory. In the past,

safety rules were mandatory only during “peace-

time” operations, with compliance to the maximum
extent possible once a defense emergency or

comparable state of readiness was declared by

competent authority. This change, “peacetime” to

“all”, occurred as a result of revised guidance

contained in DOD Directive 5030.15, published 8

August 1974.

Before I discuss safety rules and their develop-

ment process, let me expand, to a limited degree, on

DOD Directive 5030. 15. This directive charges each

Military Department with the responsibility to

conduct safety studies and reviews and to develop

appropriate safety rules and detailed technical and

operational procedures for all nuclear weapons and

nuclear weapon systems for which it has develop-

ment responsibility. These studies and reviews must

be comprehensive and thorough, to insure that

design features and operational procedures are

adequate to provide the required degree of nuclear

safety. AFR 122-2 implements the guidance

contained in DOD Directive 5030.15 and assigns

responsibilities to various Air Staff agencies and

MAJCOMs.
The USAF Nuclear Weapon System Safety

Group (NWSSG) is responsible for conducting

these safety studies for the AF. They review and

recommend proposed safety rules for each nuclear

weapon system and publish a detailed report of each

study. The membership of the NWSSG includes the

operational and support commands (AFSC,
AFLC, ADC, ATC, SAC and TAC), one member
from the Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA), and one
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member from the Energy Research and Develop-

ment Administration (ERDA). When a ground

launched missile system is to be studied the

Directorate of Aerospace Safety (AF1SC/SEM),
Norton AFB CA, is included as a member.

Similarly, USAFE and/or PACAF are included as

members when a weapon system for which these

commands have responsibility is to be studied. The

Directorate of Nuclear Surety (AFISC/SN),

Kirtland AFB NM, provides both the chairman of

the NWSSG and all administrative support.

A typical NWSSG study lasts four to five days.

During the first day or two there are briefings from

the design agency(ies), the operational command,
and, if appropriate, other interested agencies. Many
of the briefings are detailed and extremely technical

in nature, therefore each member of the NWSSG
may be supported by various technical advisors

during the course of a study. Because of my
background, a minimum number of technical

advisors have been utilized during SAC aircraft

studies. For 1CBM studies this number, by necessity

has been increased. The technical advisors play an

extremely vital role in support of the NWSSG
member. They must be knowledgeable in every

operational area. Decisions are made, on the spot,

relative to the potential impact of any safety rule

changes and/or conclusions and recommendations

and the acceptability of these impacts. Normally

these technical advisors are assigned to SAC
headquarters.

The remainder of the time is devoted to reviewing

the proposed safety rules, determining what con-

clusions and recommendations, if any, should be

made, and developing the safety study report. The
report must be signed by all members of the

NWSSG participating in the study. If a member
does not concur with the report, he may submit a

minority report. This report and a safety rules

“package” are the basic items forwarded to Hq
USAF for approval.

The NWSSG specifies the priority for implement-

ing any recommendations it may make. One of two
priorities can be specified, “time compliance” or

“immediate”. Recommendations in the former

category identify actions which will improve

nuclear safety. They do not restrict the use of a

particular weapon system. Recommendations in the

“immediate” category identify those actions neces-

sary to correct deficiencies that prevent a system

from meeting the DOD nuclear safety standards as

established in DOD Directive 5030.15. Under this

category certain specific operations are restricted,

or the weapon system will not become operational

for use until the recommended procedure or

modification is effected. Once the NWSSG recom-

mendations are approved by Hq USAF they are

directive upon the assigned action agency.

During calendar year 1976 the NWSSG conduct-

ed a total of 9 studies, six of these studies involved

SAC systems. During the first half of calendar year

1977 there are 9 studies scheduled, two of which are

SAC systems. One is a Minuteman III special study

and the other is the Minuteman Wings I and IV

Improvement Program study. The other studies

address tactical weapon systems.

As long as there are nuclear weapons in the

inventory there is a requirement that these systems

be operated safely. The NWSSG plays a significant

role in assuring this requirement is met. It is not a

glamorous task and, at times, the Group may
appear to create undue restrictions on the user.

However, there is a sign in the NWSSG conference

room that reads “
. . . maximum safety consistent

with operational requirements.” That is the goal of

the NWSSG and, to date, they have met it.

There are three basic types of studies conducted

by the NWSSG — initial, preoperational, and
special. The first two studies primarily address new
weapon systems, while the last study involves an

examination of changes to operational systems. The
intent of an initial safety study is to review the

system design and to provide guidance early

enough in the development cycle of that system so

that any nuclear safety deficiencies can be corrected

without prohibitive expense or time delays. Safety

rules are not developed during an initial safety

study. An example of this “early” process was the B-

1 initial safety study, which was conducted in

November 1975.

A preoperational safety study provides the basis

for the development of safety rules for a particular

weapon system. This study must be completed

approximately 1 20 days prior to the time that safety

rules are required, normally 30 days before the

Initial Operational Capability (IOC) date. This 90

day period is required for the formal coordination

and approval process that the safety rules must

undergo. The last step in this process is approval of

Continued on page 19
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Captain Terry Bott

CCTS, Castle AFB

I
t’s often what doesn’t happen during an aircraft

emergency that makes the difference between

causing a tragedy or having just another war story

to tell. This point was recently reaffirmed on what
started out to be a normal CCTS training sortie. It

was only the third mission for the student crew and

they were scheduled for a dawn takeoff as lead in a

two-ship MITO.

The PUP accomplished a normal takeoff with the

IP in the right seat. Gear and flap retraction were

normal and the checklist was accomplished up to

the “12,000 foot oxygen check” prior to passing
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6000 feet. On reaching the departure turn point the

PUP entered a 30° bank left turn.

Just after entering the turn, several crew members
noted thick gray smoke coming into the cockpit.

Within seconds the smoke turned black and began

to fill the cockpit from the floor up. The IP directed

the PU P to roll out and took control of the aircraft.

Less than five seconds later the entire cockpit was

filled with thick black smoke and both pilots were

denied all instrument and outside references.

During these first few seconds the first thing that

made the difference didn’t happen.

No one panicked. Remember that for four of the

students this was only their third ride in a B-52.

Imagine the consequences of j ust one man cluttering

the interphone in those first critical seconds. What
would have happened had someone used the word

“fire” or “eject”? Or worse yet, what if someone had

actually ejected? Because these things didn’t happen

the pilots were able to concentrate on their first

priority: fly the airplane.

At that time the IP considered two of his options:

engage the autopilot to help maintain aircraft

control or hand fly the aircraft using other sources

of information to maintain aircraft control. Since

proper autopilot operation had not been confirmed

during the mission the IP elected to hand fly the

airplane. The aircraft was previously trimmed for a

280 KIAS climb and the IP had noted a wings level

attitude on his ADI prior to the heavy smoke. He
then notified departure control of his situation and

intention to climb a thousand feet above emergency

minimum safe altitude. While these actions were

being carried out the second thing that made the

difference didn’t happen.

There were no hasty decisions made. The IP had

not yet determined the cause of the smoke and was

considering several possibilities. Meanwhile the

crew initiated smoke and fume elimination proce-

dures. The IEW found and opened the sextant port.

After all unnecessary electrical equipment had been

turned off, the air conditioner master switch was

placed in RAM but cockpit visibility remained at

zero. The emergency had been in progress for about

60 seconds and because of what didn't happen the

crew had managed to maintain aircraft control,

stabilize their situation, and give themselves time

to accomplish their next priority; think.

The instructor gunner notified the IP that he

believed they had experienced air conditioner

catalytic filter failure. The IP considered opening a

window but elected not to since he was still not

positive what had caused the smoke. He directed the

copilot who was sitting in the IP seat to turn on the

thunderstorm lights and the PUP placed the air

conditioner master switch to DUMP. Neither of

these actions improved the cockpit visibility.

The IRN had meanwhile moved forward and by

shining his flashlight directly against the navigator’s

heading indicator was able to inform the IP that he

was holding heading. The RN monitored the ECO
light for an indicated change in bank angle. The
PUP leaned forward and by placing his face about

four inches from the EVS scope was able to provide

airspeed information. This unique four way cross-

check coupled with all those things w'hich weren’t

happening provided the environment for the final

priority; collect your wits.

As the seconds dragged into minutes with no

further indication of malfunction other than the

smoke, the IP became more convinced they had

indeed experienced a catalytic filter failure. He
discussed this with the instructor gunner who stated

that he had experienced a failure of that filter on two
separate occasions but neither time was the smoke
as heavy or of such prolonged duration.

Finally, a full three minutes after the pilots had

lost all references the IP could see a thin band of

light drawn across the mountains on the horizon.

About 15 seconds later he could see the aircraft

instruments indicating a 285 knot climb through

16,500 feet. It was now obvious the filter had failed.

The entire cockpit was covered with a heavy black

charcoal like dust. What had been clean windows

were dirty gray and his open checklist hanging on

the side window was unreadable.

The crew requested a descent to 8.000 feet and

received a holding clearance. On the way down they

opened the side windows and the remaining residue

began to be drawn out. Aircraft gross weight was

reduced and the mission was terminated safely.

For three minutes of blind flight the actions taken

by this crew combined with those actions not taken

prevented a needless tragedy. Their professional

reactions and adherence to the concept of STOP,
THINK, COLLECT YOUR WITS have provided

them with a lot of experience and just a little more
than another war story.,
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BIG
INSTRUMENT
LEARN FROM OTHERS
Captains J. L. Wilson, L. M. Hatch
D. D. Carpenter

1CEVG, Barksdale AFB

D uring 1976, 1CEVG evaluations have resulted

in 32 less than qualification level 1 grades in in-

strument and instrument related areas. During the

same period, this command also experienced a ma-
jor aircraft accident that might have been prevented

by a better understanding of instrument flying

procedures and techniques. 1CEVG less than quali-

fied activity included 17 discrepancies during instru-

ment approaches, 6 discrepancies during holding or

holding entry, and 9 discrepancies occurring in oth-

er areas, such as navigation, ATC clearances, and

thunderstorm avoidance. In each case, the discre-

pancies occurred in one or more of three major

areas: basic instrument flying techniques, proper

prior planning, and crew coordination. This article

will briefly discuss the application of these major

areas to instrument approaches and holding, in

hope that you may learn from the mistakes of oth-

ers.

The most significant problem concerning instru-

ment approaches appeared to be erratic aircraft

control from the final approach fix inbound. Have
your ever found yourself going from “well above

glide path” to “well below glide path” on the same
approach? Have you ever chased an elusive airspeed

on final approach and finally convinced yourself

that the winds were gusty, the controller was inexpe-

rienced, or the airplane just didn’t fly right? If you
answer “yes” to either of these questions, you should

review your basic instrument procedures and tech-

niques. AFM 51-37, Chapter 2, deals specifically

with basic instrument procedures and should be

read periodically to insure your procedures are up
to par. Do the following sequence of terms sound fa-

miliar to you: (1) Establish, (2) Trim, (3) Cross-

check, and (4) Adjust? These terms represent the

basic concept of instrument flying and are covered

in detail in Chapter 2. Also mentioned are several

techniques which may be employed to determine re-

quired pitch changes, descent rates and power set-

tings. One common tendency is for pilots to slow

their crosscheck of the instruments to a rate that is

comfortable for them. It is an easy but undesirable

habit to acquire. A pilot must continuously make a

conscious effort to increase his rate of crosscheck.

Another problem observed is an apparent lack of

prior planning. This tendency has probably evolved

because SAC crews fly basically the same mission

profile day after day. As a result, they become some-
what complacent about reviewing SIDs and ap-

proaches that are familiar to them. The problem

arises when a crew is tasked to fly into or out of a

strange field (our last three KC-135 accidents have

occurred at fields other than the crew’s home sta-

tion). Quite often the crew has forgotten what they

are really looking for when they review an ap-

proach. Items that should be covered during mis-

sion planning are discussed in great detail in AFM
51-37, Chapter 3 (Preflight). Techniques contained

in AFM 51-37, for computing arc/radial intercep-

tion lead points, rates of descent, etc., can be effec-

tively employed during mission planning, reducing

the amount of mental gymnastics required in the air.

One final area that can greatly enhance a crew’s

capability during instrument approaches is effective

crew coordination. Crew coordination techniques

are employed to provide effective coordination with

crew members in all phases required by the flight

manual and/ or operational activity. To provide ef-

fective crew coordination, each crew member must
know enough about other crew position duties to:

( 1 ) Recognize how he can provide assistance to oth-

er crew members, and (2) Prevent conflicts with oth-

er crew member duties. Each crew must establish its

crew coordination procedures, and insure that ev-

eryone understands them. Crew coordination

should be one of the first topics discussed when a
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new crew member comes to the crew. After each

flight, crew procedures should be refined through

critique of the mission, with all crew members par-

ticipating. Aggressive crew coordination on the part

of each crew member is necessary during instrument

approaches. A crew member who sits and watches

airspeed course or altitude deviations without say-

ing anything defeats the whole purpose of the crew

concept.

As previously mentioned, several discrepancies

were noted in holding. The discrepancies ranged

from basic aircraft control, while in the holding

pattern, to entering (or attempting to enter) at the

wrong place and airspeed. The airspeed and basic

aircraft control problem resulted from poor basic

instrument procedures and crew coordination. En-

tering holding at the wrong place was the result of

improper fix-to-fix procedures. Discrepancies

ranged from entering holding a few miles from the

proper fix to entering holding on a reciprocal radial.

A thorough review of fix-to-fix procedures and

proper application of these procedures (and moni-

toring by other crew members) should prevent this

problem from occurring. Be careful to: (1) Know
your clearance limit, (2) Read and compare all

gauges and instruments, and (3) Pace yourself so as

to allow sufficient time to complete all required

items properly.

These, then, are the basic problems that crews en-

countered in the instrument flying area. They are all

preventable, but require crew discipline, practice at

every opportunity, and a knowledge of what to do

and when to do it. There is a tendency to relax as

proficiency and experience are gained. This fre-

quently results in an insidious decline in flying skills.

However, by recognizing this tendency, practicing,

and learning from the mistakes of others, this unde-

sirable trend in the instrument flying can be elimi-

nated.

Continued from page 15

the safety rules by the Secretary of Defense.

Special safety studies may evaluate such subject

areas as unsafe conditions revealed by operational

experience, modifications of systems, or significant

changes to operational concepts. Such studies are

conducted when deemed necessary by the Director-

ate of Nuclear Surety, or as directed by the Chief of

Staff, USAF. Normally, changes are made to

weapon system safety rules as a result of these

special studies. The same timing schedule is

followed as with a preoperational safety study.

There are two major documents utilized by the

NWSSG during a safety study, an Operational Plan

Data Document (OPDD) and a Technical Nuclear

Safety Analysis. The OPDD is developed by the

using command and approved by Hq USAF/XOO.
It is a detailed plan of how the weapon system will

be operated and maintained. All desired operations

with nuclear weapons/ weapon systems must be

included, such as command and control procedures,

security, storage and maintenance procedures,

training requirements, desired weapon and/or

weapon system configurations etc. The OPDD is

extremely important for two reasons; it is the basis

upon which the NWSSG measures safety against

operational requirements and, second, safety rules

are developed based upon the operations described.

The OPDD is also utilized in the development of a

Technical Nuclear Safety Analysis (TNSA).

For most of the systems studied by the NWSSG
the TNSA is developed by the AF Weapons
Faboratory (AFWF). It describes the weapon/ wea-

pon system, the safety features involved, and most

important, provides an analysis of the design with

respect to its impact on nuclear safety. The NWSSG
utilizes the TNSA to determine if there is a need for

safety rules to address a particular operation/ design

feature or if a conclusion and recommendation is

needed to correct any nuclear safety deficiencies

and/or to improve nuclear safety.
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OTSL TRAINING TOPICS

... A SYNOPSIS OF NEW PROGRAMS FOR SAC AIRCREW TRAINING

E ffective 1 February 1977, Det35, Headquarters

SAC, better known as Operations Training

Support Laboratory (OTSL), became the 4235th

Instructional Systems Development Squadron
(4235 ISDS). For all of you who finally learned

what OTSL stands for, don’t worry, we have re-

tained that term and will still continue to be referred

to as OTSL.
How does our becoming a squadron affect you?

Basically, it provides us with better and expanded
capabilities which in turn will provide you with a

better ground training program. Continued reduc-

tion in flying time demands an increased reliance on
quality ground training programs. An example of

your involvement in one of our expansion programs
is explained in the next paragraph.

OTSL is now conducting a new course of instruc-

tion — called, the Criterion - Referenced Instruc-

tion Training or CRIT course. WHAT’S A CRIT?
It is a course based on Robert F. Mager’s Criterion-

Referenced Instruction (CRI) which is a method of

organizing and arranging instruction to the mastery

or competency level. A student is expected to per-

form to a pre-specified criterion at each level of in-

struction before being certified to advance to the

next level. WHAT’S THE PURPOSE? The course

is designed to help participants develop the skills

needed to prepare and implement their own courses

in a criterion-referenced format. It also prepares su-

pervisors to manage and support this form of in-

struction. The CRI format is used in applying the

Instructional Systems Development (ISD) concepts

contained in AFM 50-2. WHO MAY ATTEND
AND WHEN? Presently, a three-week course is

conducted once a quarter at Carswell AFB. The
classes are limited to ten individuals who are either

involved in constructing new training programs for

their units or involved in the supervision of these

personnel. Your unit Director of Training should

have more details. Course information, reporting

instructions, funding citation, etc. are contained in

AFM 50-5 under course number 120010. If you
have any questions concerning this course, contact

the Chief, Academic Training Branch, autovon 739-

5397.

Here are the most recent videotapes from the tele-

vision studio: (NOTE: All programs are unclassi-

fied)

1 . “B-52 SRAM, Part II” — covers a normal mis-

sion from preflight through launch. It emphasizes

procedures and recommended techniques to be used

during programming and launch, either simulated

or actual.

2. “FB-1 1 1 SRAM, Part V” — reviews malfunc-

tion analysis of CAE and missile faults, aircraft

faults affecting SRAM, and launch countdown

faults.

3. “SAC Hangar Flying #3, ‘Priorities During

Emergencies’ ” — an interview with a CFIC instruc-

tor pilot on the thought processes involved in deter-

mining priorities during an emergency situation. A
handout is provided to compare your list of priori-

ties before and after viewing the program.

Our sound/slide section recently developed a

program covering a portion of the Navigator

TER PS and Weather Criteria ground training re-

quirements. The program, “Monitoring the High

Altitude Instrument Approach,” is in three parts.

Part one is primarily motivational. It discusses the

disastrous accident of a C- 141 caused by inadequate

crew coordination during an instrument approach.

Part two gives you a chance to interact with the pro-

gram as it discusses the plan view and aerodrome

sketch of the High Altitude Instrument Approach

plate. You will be required to locate items on the ap-

proach plate and complete exercises in an accom-

panying workbook. Answers are immediately por-

trayed on the screen for your self-evaluation. Part

three is in the initial phases of production. Follow-

ing the same theme, this part will discuss the High

Altitude Instrument Approach plate profile view

and minima block. We would appreciate any com-

ments you might have on these programs, so com-

plete the critique sheets accompanying them.

Your unit should have received the new OTSL
Catalog dated 1 March 1977. We encourage you to

examine the contents of the catalog to determine

what we have available to improve your training

program. If your unit doesn’t have a particular item

or we can be of additional assistance, call the ap-

propriate autovon number listed in the catalog.
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WHAT'S IN A NAME?
Captain Kenneth S. Harvell

OTSL, Carswell AFB

W hat’s in a name? Not much really, unless it is

your name or it affects you. 1 have spent my
life trying to get people to emphasize the proper syl-

lable when they pronounce my name, but that’s

another story for another time. The name 1 want to

tell you about in this article is the new name of our

organization.

Essentially, Det 35, Hq SAC, also known as Op-
erations Training Support Laboratory or OTSL,
has been changed to the 4235 Instructional Systems

Development Squadron (ISDS). Lortunately, we
will still maintain the Operations Training Support

Laboratory (OTSL) designation which most of you
know.

So why the big deal about just changing from a

detachment to a squadron? Basically, we gain po-

tential to meet growing commitments. Our manning
will be determined now on mission requirements

giving the 4235 ISDS greater flexibility for growth

in the future.

What does this flexibility mean to you as a crew-

member? Primarily, it means that the 4235 ISDS
will have better and expanded capabilities. Along
with these expanded capabilities and more people

comes additional responsibilities. The 4235 ISDS,
your old buddy OTSL, will be the focal point of all

aircrew ground training programs throughout the

command. The goal is to centrally produce and
standardize training programs to support the newly

revised SACR 50-24.

Hopefully, you have noticed some improved

changes in the quality and quantity of your ground

training programs over the course of the past few

years. Well standby, you haven’t seen anything yet!

You are going to see more changes implemented, in-

cluding centralized control and a better ground
training program within your wing. The result will

be less duplication .of ground training efforts, bet-

ter scheduling, and more effective, efficient training.

The improved training program will be the result

of increases in the production capabilities not only

of the 4235 ISDS, but within your wing as well. To
accomplish this, 4235 ISDS is going to take on a

greater load by training ground training managers

for the wings. They will learn how to determine

need, how to write, implement and evaluate the new
ground training programs. We are looking for pro-

grams that will grab and hold your interest as well as

meet specified training objectives. Hopefully, these

two go hand in hand.

We have all heard about the reduction of flying

time and increased reliance in the future on ground

training and simulation to replace some actual flight

training. Lor this to be successful, we have to con-

tinually improve the product. OTSL will continue

making programs, but to do this we need subject

matter experts from the field. This need is going to

increase in the future, so crewmember, be on the

alert (no pun intended). YOU are a subject matter

expert. You may come to OTSL or work through

your wing ground training manager to build new
programs. If you don’t like an existing ground train-

ing program, you can do more than just complain

about it. You have the opportunity and the exper-

tise on your base through your ground training

manager to do something about it. Additionally, we
will need more personnel in the future. If you are in-

terested in writing and managing development of

the command’s training programs at OTSL, let us

hear from you. The 4235th ISDS is “looking for a

few good men.’’

We are here to serve you, the crewmember, to

make your training the best possible. Use us wisely

and we will pay dividends for you, and if you can re-

member our new name, the 4235 Instructional Sys-

tems Development Squadron, we would appreciate

it.
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OPS HAZARPS

HAVE YOU BEEN PLAYING

WITH YOUR OXYGEN

REGULATOR AGIN??

'WWww

WHAT IS THE PRICE OF AN INADEQUATE

P-R-l-C-E CHECK?

D uring a normal training mission the B-52 crew

descended to FL 250 just prior to entry to low

level. The copilot then noticed the cabin altitude

had gone to 25,000 feet. The crew was notified and

they all went to 100% oxygen. Approximately three

minutes later, another crewmember began to

experience blurred vision and tingling in his legs and

arms. He insured that he had his regulator set to

100% oxygen and. went to emergency. He also had

two other crewmembers monitor his breathing rate

to preclude hyperventilation. When he noticed that

his symptoms were becoming more pronounced, he

proceeded to another oxygen station and had the

aircraft descend to 10,000 feet. While enroute to his

landing base, his symptoms disappeared. Upon
landing he was picked up by the flight surgeon.

Examination revealed no further problems and he

has since flown without difficulty. Mask checked

normal. Oxygen regulator checked faulty.

Of course, we all perform a check of our oxygen

equipment prior to Eight but do you always take the

time to do it completely and accurately. This

crewmember had the presence of mind to recognize

the situation and take corrective action. He

obviously has benefitted from his physiological

training. Do you give proper attention to your

altitude chamber training so that you are prepared

for any possible physiological emergency?
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EPR DROP MAY NOT MEAN

ANTI-ICING

T he normal procedure for checking anti-icing

operation is to watch for an EPR drop as you
activate the anti-icing system. A recent incident on a

B-52 occurred where the crew activated the anti-

icing before entering low level and noted the

expected EPR drop on all engines. The low level

was normal; however,' the crew noticed some icing

on the windshield wiper blades duringthe climbout.

During post flight inspection ice ingestion damage
was discovered on both #1 and #2 engines.

Maintenance investigation revealed all anti-ice

valves were operating normally. Further investiga-

tion revealed that the sources for the hot air (see

Dash One) to the nacelle and engine anti-icing are

located such that the engine anti-ice will cause an

EPR drop but the nacelle anti-ice will not.

Therefore, your EPR drop will only insure that you
have engine anti-ice. The only way you can check

for the nacelle anti-icing is to visually monitor the

ring cowling area. In many cases (night, heavy
weather) you may not be able to see the ring cowling

but if you can, and notice ice build-up you may
prevent serious engine damage by existing icing

conditions.

BEWARE

OF HOT BRAKES

D uring takeoff the aircraft experienced engine

malfunctions and aborted at about 80-90 kts.

Initial braking during the abort was fairly heavy
with very little braking required for the final rollout.

The crew checked the brake energy limit charts and
computed that they were within limits to attempt

another takeoff. The crew taxied back and
attempted a second takeoff4 which was approxi-

mately 12 minutes after the first abort. During the

second takeoff the same engine malfunction

occurred and this time the aircraft was aborted at

about 100 kts. The pilot determined the brake

energy limits were probably in the caution area so he

declared hot brakes and proceeded to the hot brake

area where the crew deplaned and the aircraft was
checked. Thirteen minutes after the crew had

aborted, the left tire exploded. The fragments,

concussion, and fire severely damaged the aircraft

more than $300,000 worth. This incident has

uncovered possible tech order deficiencies in brake

energy limit charts and procedures, and AFLC has

been tasked to investigate this problem. In short,

even though you carefully use the brake energy

charts — beware of hot brakes.
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Lt Col Richard L. Shelton, commander, 4235 ISDS, briefs instructional system manag-
ers on educational equipment used in training. Left to right: Capt Michael Bentley, 28

BMW, Ellsworth AFB; Maj Alexander Garrison, 97 BMW, Blytheville AFB; Lt Col Shel-

ton. (Photo by Sgt Ramon Reynes)

NEW
CONCEPT
Captain David E. Pine
4235 ISDS, Carswell AFB

A new concept in aircrew ground

training management has been

approved by Maj Gen John W. Burk-

hart, SAC’s Deputy Chief of Staff,

Operations. The new program is

scheduled to become effective 1 Au-
gust 1977 and will apply to all of

SAC’s flying wings.

In a message to wing DOs, Maj
Gen Burkhart described ground

training as “traditionally being the

Achilles’ heel of aircrew training.”

With increasing emphasis on ground

education to maintain aircrew profi-

ciency, it is more important than ever

to insure that the time spent in the

classroom is professional and fully

productive.

To implement these concepts, a

new method of structuring and ad-

ministering the ground training pro-

gram at each flying wing has been de-

veloped based on the Loring AFB
Aircrew Ground Training Program.

The Loring program has undergone

testing at selected Eighth Air Force

wings since January 1976 with un-

animous acceptance of the basic

tenets of the program.

Cornerstone of the new concept is

appointment of an officer to serve as

a full time Ground Training Manager
in each wing. The officer, designated

the Wing Instructional Systems

Manager (ISM), will report directly

to each wing Director of Training

and be responsible for all aspects of

management, coordination and qual-

ity control regarding aircrew ground
training.

The role of the ISM will be to

streamline programs and insure

training directives and requirements

are complied with. A key factor of the

new aircrew ground training pro-

gram will be the professional training

approach to instruction. Crew-
members will be taught by instruc-

tors certified by the ISM. Instructors

will study training techniques and de-

velop lesson plans and teaching aids

prior to giving a formal class presen-

tation. The ISM will use course cri-

tique information and test results to

validate and update course material.

The main thrust of the new training

program will be to insure material

presented is always relevant to crew-

member requirements.

Prior to beginning their duties, the

ISMs will undergo a three-week

orientation course presented by the

4235 Instructional Systems Develop-

ment Squadron (OTSL) at Carswell

AFB. Lt Col Richard L. Shelton,

4235 ISDS commander, said the

course is designed to expose new
ISMs to a variety of instructional

methods necessary for them to evalu-

ate their wing aircrew ground train-

ing programs.

During the concentrated three-

week course, the officers will study

instructional systems development

concepts (AFM 50-2), criterion-

referenced instruction training

methods, lesson planning and teach-

ing techniques, and training evalua-

tion methods. In addition, the ISMs
will be schooled in the use of various

instructional aids and media systems,

such as sound/slide principles and

equipment, videotape cameras, and

video playback units.

When implemented in August, the

Instructional System Manager con-

cept will provide aircrew members
with the quality and quantity of

training necessary to do their jobs

well, with duplicated material and

unnecessary information eliminated

from the instruction. This new pro-

gram will produce the educational re-

sults required for today’s profession-

al crew force.
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LEGEND =1976 RATE
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Individuals selected for these pages as SAC's top

professional performers of the month are chosen
from nominations made by all SAC units. Selection

is made only after all nominations have been care-

fully screened and those chosen meet the highest

standards of excellence as outlined in SACR 1 27-

2 .

Instructor Crew, 93 BMW, Castle AFB: (L-R) IEW
Capt Fred D. Dunn, IRN Capt Ron L. Purkey, IS

MSgt John J. Gleason, IP Capt Terrance W. Bott.

Student Crew 7046, 93 BMW, Castle AFB: (L-R Kneeling) EW 1 Lt Galib E. Kawaja, AG Sgt Charles F.

Lavelle, RN Capt Daniel W. Rees, CP 1 Lt Kermit V. Boshert, and IP Capt Bott. (L-R Standing) Nav 2Lt
David R. McAlister, IEW Capt Dunn, IRN Capt Purkey, IS MSgt Gleason, PUP Capt James B. Kirby.
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TITAN Crew R-117, 308 SMW, Little Rock AFB: MCCC Capt Paulo Sickert, Jr., DMCCC Capt Rodney L.

Jacobson, MSAT A1C Perry N. Mergelsberg, and MFT A1C Leslie W. Ayers.

MINUTEMAN Crew E-096, 351 SMW, Whiteman AFB: Maintenance Man. TSgt John M. Smith, 90
MCCC 1 Lt Calvin M. Huneycutt, and DMCCC 2Lt SMW, Francis E. Warren AFB.
Galen R. Underwood.
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AIRPORTS

AIRPORTS # TOWERS
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AIRPORTS TOWERS 0VFR ROUTES

When all parameters have been satisfied, it can be

recognized that a completed route is a series of

compromises. 1 CEVG’s charter is to provide both a

safe and challenging route. The safety of men and
aircraft is never compromised to meet any objective.

Now that we have discussed route criteria, the

development sequence, and design parameters, let’s

graphically apply these factors to an area being

considered for a theoretical OR I route.

Let us consider a portion of airspace located in

the central United States for possible location of a

new ORI route. First we take a sectional chart of the

area of interest as our basic planning chart:

(Neb/Kans chart with airports)

Now we draw 4 NM circles around known
airports:

(chart with towers)

Now we add 4 NM circles around every tower

above 200' AGL.

(chart with VFR routes)

Then we add the VFR routes, controlled air-

space containing approach procedures and any

other restricted airspace.

Now we are ready to locate the required

maneuver area and start considering all of the other

parameters. As you can see, the amount of feasible

airspace remaining is considerably diminished.

From this point on, it is continual research,

coordination and testing process in order to reach

the final product: a new ORI route, 470 days later.

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Lt Col Driscoll is a 1960 aviation cadet graduate. After

completion of NBT, he served as a B-52 navigator at Castle

and March AFB. Transferring to Wurtsmith AFB, he was a

command post controller, intelligence officer and chief of

current operations. He attended Armed Forces Staff

College followed by a year’s tour at Danang AB, as an EC-
47 navigator and wing plans officer followed by a return to

B-52 crew duty at Westover AFB. He was appointed Chief,

1CEVG Route Development Branch in July 1975.

Maj Scherer received his commission in 1963 through
AFROTC after graduating from Georgetown University.

Washington, D.C. Completing navigator-bombardier
training in 1965, Maj Scherer's assignments have included
two years as a navigator at Wurtsmith AFB, four years in a

research and development project at Beale AFB, duties as a

standboard navigator, squadron instructor, radar naviga-
tor, and wing target study officer during four years at

Fairchild AFB. Maj Scherer has been assigned to 1CEVG
Route Development Branch since Oct 1975.
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TACTICAL FLYING
OVER EIGHTEEN YEARS

157 AREFG, Pease (NHANG) Jun '58

OVER SEVENTEEN YEARS
940 AREFG, Mather (USAFR) May '59

916 AREFS, Travis Sep ’59

OVER SIXTEEN YEARS
97 BMW, Blytheville Mar ’60

19 BMW, Robins Oct ’60

151 AREFG, Salt Lake City (UTANG) Feb ’61

OVER FIFTEEN YEARS
161 AREFG, Sky Harbor (AZANG) Apr ’61

126 AREFW, Chicaqo O’Hare (HANG) Apr ’61

134 AREFG, McGhee Tyson (TNANG) Aug ’61

11 AREFS, Altus Feb ’62

OVER FOURTEEN YEARS
301 AREFW, Rickenbacker Jul’62

96 BMW, Dyess Aug ’62

449 BMW, Kincheloe Aug ’62

OVER TWELVE YEARS
160 AREFG, Rickenbacker (OHANG) Dec ’64

OVER ELEVEN YEARS
136 AREFW, Dallas NAS (TXANG) Jun ’65

320 BMW, Mather Jul ’65

OVER TEN YEARS
452 AREFW, March (USAFR) Sep ’66

92 BMW, Fairchild Feb ’67

OVER NINE YEARS
171 AREFW, Greater Pittsburgh (PAANG) Jun ’67

55 SRW, Offutt Jul ’67

2 BMW, Barksdale Aug ’67

319 BMW, Grand Forks Dec ’67

22 BMW, March Feb ’68

OVER EIGHT YEARS
128 AREFG, Gen Mitchell (WIANG) Jan ’69

5 BMW, Minot Feb ’69

OVER SEVEN YEARS
42 BMW, Loring Sep ’69

93 BMW, Castle Oct ’69

141 AREFW, Fairchild (WAANG) Oct 69

OVER SIX YEARS
28 BMW, Ellsworth May ’70

OVER FOUR YEARS
7 BMW, Carswell Mar ’72

101 AREFW, Bangor (MEANG) Mar ’72

416 BMW, Griffiss May 72
305 AREFW, Grissom Aug 72
376 SW, Kadena Nov 72

ICBM
OVER THIRTEEN YEARS

381 SMW, McConnell Nov ’63

OVER TWELVE YEARS
90 SMW, F E Warren Jul ’64

1 STRAD, Vandenberg Sep ’64

OVER ELEVEN YEARS
308 SMW, Little Rock Aug ’65

OVER SIX YEARS
341 SMW, Malmstrom Apr 70

To gain listing in the Hall of Fame, a SAC or ARF unit must be accident-free for 48 months.



SCBEEN
5 BMW, Minot Crew S-01: P Capt Robert W Kopp, CP

1 Lt James W Murratti, RN Capt Murry P Gandy, NNILt
Kenneth G Teepell, EW Capt Jon J Hansborough, AG MSgt
James S Fogie

5 BMW, Minot Crew R-116: P Capt Sidney P Dubois, CP 2Lt

Curtis A lilies, NN 1 Lt Kelvin A McCarthy, BO SrA George E
Perry Jr

19 BMW, Robins Crew E-116: FP Capt G C Jeffcoat, CP 1 Lt K
Lilly, N Capt V A Funck, IBO MSgt J E Hammett

19 BMW, Robins Crew E-10: P Capt R A Dawley, CP 1 Lt R E Baughman, RN CaptT
L Barr, N 1 Lt R P Jobson, EW Capt M L Owen, G SSgt W M Powell Jr

22 BMW, March Crew E-123: P Capt John F Egger, CP 1 Lt William M Odom, NN
Mauro N Farinelli BO SSgt George R Cloud

22 BMW, March Crew R-24: P Capt Stephen O Rought, CP Capt William H Brandon
Jr, CP 1 Lt Raymond A Ortiz, RN Capt Michael A Szymczak, NN 1 Lt James F Holloway
Jr, EW 1 Lt Richard J Pulis, AG SSgt William O Miles

44 SMW, Ellsworth Crew S-150: MCCC Maj Albert M Kruschwitz Jr, DMCCC 1 Lt

James M Lillis

68 BMW, Seymour Johnson Crew E-05: AC Capt Thomas R Nowak, CP Capt
Gordon D Kage II, RN Capt James M George, N 1 Lt Joseph K Kennedy, EWO Capt
Thomas G Ferrell, G SrA Donald L Gregory Jr

90 SMW, F E Warren Crew R-137: MCCC Capt Michael T Latham, DMCCC 2Lt

Dwight R Ness

91 SMW, Minot Crew R-048: MCCC 1 Lt Victor C Paris, DMCCC 2Lt Richard J Ben-
ton

92 BMW, Fairchild Crew R-169: P Capt Robyn S Read, CP 1 Lt John H Beard, NN
Maj John S Amend, BO SSgt Steven M Reeff

96 BMW, Dyess Crew E-22: P Capt Don F Hyman, CP Capt Michael K Brown, RN
Capt Richard A Luttrell, NN Capt Ronald D Cope, EW 1 Lt Charles L Hanna, AG SSgt
Arthur W Mink

97 BMW, Blytheville Crew E-106: AC Capt Randy Lauterbach, CP 1 Lt Dan C
Goodrich, N 1 Lt Laurence E Vliet, BO A1C Edward B Mikell

100 AREFW, Beale Crew E-157: P Capt George W Ziegler, CP 1 Lt William H Hall III,

NN Capt Carrol A Nast, BO SSgt Thomas L Willia

301 AREFW, Rickenbacker Crew R-113: P Capt Roger A Brady, CP 1 Lt Jeffrey C
Agers, CP 1 Lt Scott E Parks, N 1 Lt William G French, BO TSgt Dale A Owen
321 SMW, Grand Forks Crew E-075: MCCC Capt John B Roemer, DMCCC 2Lt

William E Best

341 SMW, Malmstrom Crew E-038: MCCC Capt Earl D Henderson, DMCCC 2Lt

Terrill L Kemp
379 BMW, Wurtsmith Crew R-113: FP Capt Vernon C Thompson Jr, CP 1 Lt Michael
W Geisler, IN Capt Dennis P Cleland, IBO TSgt Gary G Stahl

379 BMW, Wurtsmith Crew S-20: FP Capt Charles R Henderson, CP LLt Joseph S
Brejwo, RN Capt Gary R Harvey, NN 1 Lt James N Miller, NE Capt Russell A Seba, AG
TSgt William R Hoover

381 SMW, McConnell Crew E-192: MCCC Capt William L Capella, DMCCC Lt

Michael A Beims, MSAT SSgt David L Keller, MFT Sgt Paul A Richards

390 SMW, Davis-Monthan Crew S-101: MCCC Capt Larry G Tice, DMCCC 1 Lt

John C Boyer III, MSAT SSgt Keith W Wallin, MFT Sgt Allen R Murry

The SAC Safety Screen is an honor roll of SAC’s most professional crews. To
gain listing on the Screen, crew members must be nominated by their unit

commanders and meet high selection criteria of experience in their aircraft or

missile system IAW SACR 127-2.
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UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA

S
AC will participate in the 1977 RAF Strike Command Bombing Competition.

Minot, Grand Forks, K. I. Sawyer and Kincheloe will represent the command in the

competition.

The initial deployment begins 1 1 April and SAC will again operate from RAF Mar-
ham. Practice sorties will be flown in the U.K. from 18 April through 3 May, with each

crew scheduled for six training missions.

Competition format is similar to operation High Noon. Each crew will fly two com-
petition missions on a no-notice basis between 9-17 May. Mission materials will be re-

leased 96 hours before the mission. First mission will be launched from an alert status

and the second from normal training posture. Each mission will have three low level

single release bomb runs.

Awards presentation will be held on 18 May at Marham. SAC hopes to bring back

the Blue Steel and Camrose trophies as our competing wings did last year.


